50-mJ macro-pulses at 1064 nm from a diodepumped picosecond laser system
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Abstract: Pulse-picking from a 100-mW cw mode-locked seeder, a hybrid
master-oscillator power-amplifier (MOPA) system, based on Nd:YVO4 and
Nd:YAG amplifier modules, has been developed, delivering single-pulses
of 8.6 ps at 455-MHz repetition-rate, bunched into ~1-μs trains of 50 mJ
(“macro-pulses”). The output beam is linearly polarized and nearly
diffraction limited up to the maximum macro-pulse repetition-rate of 50 Hz.
The single-pulse peak power and the macro-pulse duration and energy are
quite suitable for high-energy nonlinear optical applications such as lowthreshold synchronously-pumped parametric converters in the mid infrared.
The impact on the overall efficiency of saturation distortion of the macropulse envelope as well as of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) is
considered. The managing of the envelope distortion compensation and of
the ASE suppression by means of fast saturable absorbers is reported.
©2011 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction
Solid-state laser systems generating trains of hundreds of picosecond pulses at high energy
levels in the near infrared (~1 mJ and higher) with reliable Nd 3+:host technology [1–3] have
been proved to be very effective excitation sources for synchronously-pumped optical
parametric oscillators (SPOPOs) ranging from the UV [4] to the mid- and far-infrared [5].
Other applications of laser systems with such a pulse format have been demonstrated as
photocathode injectors [6], or even more peculiar ones such as for high-frequency excitation
of a longitudinally-oscillating “plasma mirror” in a microwave cavity for the induction and
detection of the long-sought dynamic Casimir effect [7,8].
Compared to our previous work reported in Ref [7], where the high-energy amplifiers
were flashlamp-pumped Nd:YAG rods, here we present the first, to our knowledge, all-diodepumped MOPA system delivering picosecond pulse trains of up to few microsecond duration,
with energy as high as 50 mJ at 1064 nm. The single-pulse width was 8.6 ps at a repetitionrate of 455 MHz. The seeder was a compact 100-mW cw mode-locked Nd:YVO4 oscillator. A
hybrid combination of amplifiers based on high-gain Nd:YVO4 and high-storage Nd:YAG
slabs have been employed.
Resonant saturable absorber mirrors (RSAMs) have also been employed for suppression
of self-oscillation and ASE background in the high-gain amplifier chain. Compared to
previous high-energy passively mode-locked oscillators stabilized through negative feedback
by self-defocussing from a GaAs plate [1,3], this architecture shows greater flexibility as the
macro-pulse format is managed through fast modulation of the cw mode-locked seeder output.
Indeed, macro-pulse distortions occurring in the saturated amplifiers can be compensated by
shaping the appropriate seed envelope with the acousto-optic modulator (AOM).
This laser system was designed and built as a pump source for ~6.5μm SPOPOs with a
pulse format closely matching that of a free-electron laser used to carry out preliminary
studies of minimally invasive surgery at that wavelength [9], as a part of the EU project
MIRSURG [10]. The relatively high single-pulse repetition rate is very appealing for the
realization of robust, compact and portable SPOPOs for practical uses.
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2. Laser system and experimental results
The laser system is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The seeder is a 455-MHz diode-pumped
Nd:YVO4 oscillator, mode-locked with a semiconductor saturable absorber mirror. All cavity
mirrors are high-reflectivity, and the 2% output coupling is taken through the reflection from
the quasi-Brewster-cut face of the Nd:YVO4 crystal as in Ref [11]. The 100-mW output beam
with 5.4-ps pulses (fwhm) is then sampled by a fast AOM (AA Opto-Electronic MT200-A0.21064), yielding a macro-pulse envelope length  100 ns, which can readily be shaped in order
to compensate for amplifiers saturation and deliver a sufficiently flat-top final output
envelope. Envelope durations in the range 500-1000 ns were chosen, according to the target
application requirements.

Fig. 1. Amplifier setup. Low-power section (a) and high-power modules (b). OIs: Faraday
opto-isolators; CLs: cylindrical lenses; SLs: spherical lenses.

A first high-gain amplifier module uses two 4 × 2 × 12 mm3 slabs of 1%-doped Nd:YVO4,
in a grazing-incidence configuration [12–15], each pumped at 808 nm by a 200-W linear
diode array. The macro-pulse energy increases from 45 nJ to 1.2 mJ. A high-energy preamplifier module employing a 1.2-kW stacked diode array pumping a larger (4 × 4 × 20 mm3)
1% Nd:YVO4 slab at 808 nm increases further the energy to 6 mJ. Two RSAM devices,
sandwiching this pre-amplifier, reduce both ASE and the tendency to self-oscillation.
Owing to the very high total gain, we chose to operate the amplifiers not at full power,
thus trading off stability and efficiency. The vanadate amplifiers are pumped with polarization
parallel to c-axis and 100-μs pulses, matching the fluorescence lifetime of the laser crystal.

Fig. 2. Beam quality measurement near the focus of a spherical lens (a). Second-harmonic
intensity autocorrelations (oscillator: 5.4 ps fwhm, amplifier: 8.6 ps, sech2 deconvolution) (b).

The high-energy amplifier section is also operated in a bounce multipass scheme within
two 6 × 6 × 30 mm3 1% Nd:YAG modules (three and two passes in each module,
respectively), each pumped by a 2-kW stacked diode array at 810 nm, rising the energy up to
50 mJ in a nearly diffraction limited (Fig. 2) and polarized output beam, at repetition rates 
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50 Hz limited by stacks ratings. The pump pulses in this last stage are 200-μs long, to take
advantage of the fluorescence time of Nd:YAG. The multipass helped increase the effective
beam area and the energy extraction. Output single-pulse duration is increased to 8.6 ps owing
to gain narrowing in the amplifiers, like in Ref [7]. Macropulse energy fluctuations were
within +/3% over one hour around the average value.
3. Performance analysis of the amplifier modules and distortion compensation
For each amplifier module, both the small-signal gain G0 and the saturation energy Esat can be
inferred by comparison of the input and output macro-pulse waveforms and their energy.
Indeed, Frantz-Nodvik equations [16] yield the output envelope power Po(t) at time t for the
correspondent input power Pi(t):

Po (t ) 

Pi (t )
1  (1  1/ G0 ) exp[ Ei (t ) / Esat ]

(1)

where
t

Ei (t ) 

 P (t ')dt '

(2)

i



Therefore, running a simple best-fit routine (a Matlab™ script of a few lines, in our case),
given the input (Ei) and output (Eo) energy as well as the respective waveforms stored by a
digital oscilloscope, one can readily extract both G0 and Esat (see for example Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Example of best-fit allowing determination of G0, Esat for the first high-gain module.
Table 1. Result of the characterization of the amplifier modules.
stage
I
II
III

amplifier
Pump module
diode array(s)
2 x 200 W
1.2 kW
2 x 2 kW

G0 [dB]

Esat [mJ]

Beam spot size

49.0
17.2
22.6

0.60
1.51
19.0

circular, w = 0.5 mm
elliptic, wx = 0.6 and wy = 1.3 mm
circular, w = 1.0 mm

The “error” parameter for the optimization function is defined as the rms waveform
difference normalized to the area. The input waveform does not need to be flat-topped
actually, since the software can easily manage any arbitrary envelope profile. The most
natural choice for the sampling time interval is the oscillator round-trip time of 2.2 ns. With
such a method we could fully characterize each amplifier module, as summarized in Table 1.
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Schimpf et al. [17] managed to find the inverse form of Eq. (1) in order to determine the
input waveform required to yield a given output waveform, once the amplifier parameters G0
and Esat are known. They remarked that a straightforward derivative of the relation between
input and output fluences yields the answer. This provides a means for achieving an arbitrary
output waveform simply modulating the input envelope appropriately.
In a multi-stage system, like that described in this work, according to the approach
outlined in Ref [17]. one should start from the last stage and trace the amplifier chain
backward to determine the input waveform for a given output energy. In our particular
situation, the output energy is not generally known in advance; instead, the maximum input
power is known and it can be modulated with an appropriate step-wise function 0 < fm  1.
Furthermore, the presence of additional nonlinear elements such as the RSAMs increases the
overall complexity, hence a numerical best-fit approach, also for determining the fm values
required for a flat-topped output beam, is preferred. In this case, the functional “error” to be
minimized was the rms deviation from the target flat-top output shape divided by the output
energy. This ensures that both a flat-topped waveform and the highest output energy result
from a suitable fm modulation function.
The ripple of the simulated output waveform in Fig. 4 (6.6% standard deviation) is due to
the microprocessor sampling time of 25 ns and to the amplifier saturation occurring on such
short interval owing to the very high gain. A microprocessor, feeding fm to the AOM driver at
three times faster speed rate, would reduce such ripple to 2.3%. However, the waveform fm is
eventually slightly adjusted in few iterations, observing its influence on the laser output
envelope, in order to generate a sufficiently flat-top macro-pulse (Fig. 4). Beam cross-section
changes during saturation, as well as other effects not accounted for by our model, are
responsible for prediction errors, especially when the high-gain amplifier chain is tested.

Fig. 4. Left: Waveform shaping for the overall system (numerical and measured waveforms).

4. Noise suppression with RSAMs
According to the manufacturer’s specifications and the device characterization report [18], the
physical model of the energy-dependent reflectivity of the RSAM, including two-photon
absorption (TPA) is that proposed in Ref [19]:
R( Fp )  1  Ans 

 F / Fsn

R (1  e p
Fp / Fsn

)



Fp
ITPA

(3)

where Fp is the single-pulse fluence and τ its pulse-width, Ans = 0.18 the non-saturable loss,
ΔR = 0.81 the saturable loss, Fsn = 105 μJ/cm2 the saturation fluence of the RSAM. ITPA = 17
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GW/cm2 is an “intensity” parameter corresponding to strong loss increase due to TPA: such
effect quickly becomes relevant for ultrashort pulses below 1-ps duration, whereas in the 10ps regime the RSAM should allow nearly 80% saturated reflectivity.
The spot radius on RSAM1 was 0.6 mm, and 1.3 mm on RSAM2 in order to achieve
effective saturation while preventing optical damage.
In our experiments we measured at best R 40% for each RSAM (integrated on the macropulse envelope), which necessarily is not uniform in the intermediate stages: as a matter of
fact, this was the main contribution to the overall efficiency reduction.
Although we used the RSAM functional model expressed by Eq. (3) according to the data
specified by the manufacturer, we remark that also in this case a best-fit routine can be run to
infer the device parameters from a comparison among incident and reflected waveforms.
5. Discussion and conclusions
Considering the actual driving currents, the total input energy for the laser amplifiers was
0.896 J (170 W × 2 × 0.1 ms + 1020 W × 0.1 ms + 1900 W × 2 × 0.2 ms). Therefore, the
overall optical-to-optical efficiency of the system was 50 mJ / 896 mJ = 5.6%. High-energy
diode-pumped neodymium-doped multipass laser amplifiers were reported previously with
slightly higher efficiency, from 8% [20,21] to up 10% for an Yb:YAG system [22].
However, we note that this particular realization was subject to special constraints not present
in more ordinary situations such as the amplification of nanosecond pulses [20–22]:
- the seed energy is necessarily low, to guarantee superior operational reliability and
compactness for the master oscillator, thus requiring very high total gain;
- the compactness of the overall system configured for table-top operation makes it
susceptible to self-oscillation since long-focal spatial filters cannot be employed and
vacuum-sealed short-focal filters were not a possible option: this forced us to choose
RSAMs that unfortunately pay a significant penalty in energy reflectance;
- the requested flat-top macro-pulse output envelope also determines some energy
reduction, because the seed energy is used partially (25%) owing to the modulation
function fm.
In order to make an estimate of the theoretical efficiency that would be available without
the RSAMs and the waveform shaping, we ran the simplest Frantz-Nodvik model with a flattop input macro-pulse (full energy) with the parameters listed in Tab. 1. A total energy of 81
mJ results, decreasing to 76 mJ due to waveform compensation for flat-topped output
waveform. The inclusion of RSAMs decreases further the energy to 48 mJ, in fair agreement
with our experimental measurements. Thus the maximum possible optical-to-optical
efficiency for the amplifier setup would be 9%, assuming a single short seed pulse with the
same energy of 45 nJ and virtually lossless ASE-stopping spatial filters.
In conclusion we have reported on what we believe to be the first high-energy all-diodepumped picosecond laser system delivering 50 mJ at 1064 nm with 1-μs macro-pulse and 230
single-pulses (8.6-ps fwhm). The macro-pulse duration can be readily tuned in the range ~100
ns – few μs, and the waveform can be shaped with the programmable AOM. This laser system
was designed originally as a pump source for SPOPOs in the mid-infrared for surgical
applications, as a compact alternative to free-electron lasers, but it can be exploited for other
interesting uses as well, that benefit from its particular pulse format.
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